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As part of the estate planning process, individuals will often consider
establishing a joint account with one or more of their adult children or other
family members. Sometimes, this is done as a tool for expediency so that a
joint account holder can help to manage the account, or to make the assets
immediately available to the surviving accountholder(s) upon the death of
the first joint accountholder. In other cases, a joint account is a planning
technique used as part of a strategy recommended by an individual’s legal
and tax advisors to seek to minimize probate tax. Whatever the motivation
behind the account, before you open a joint account, it is important to
be aware of the different joint account types available at RBC Dominion
Securities Inc., how these different joint account types operate, and the
resulting potential benefits and considerations for each joint account type.
It is also important to consider how a joint account fits into your overall
holistic estate plan. There may be other estate planning tools that are more
appropriate in light of your current or future estate plans.

This article may outline strategies, not all of which will apply to your particular
financial circumstances. The information in this article is not intended to
provide legal or tax advice. To ensure that your own circumstances have been
properly considered and that action is taken based on the latest information
available, you are advised to obtain professional advice from a qualified legal
and tax advisor before acting on any of the information in this article.
Any reference to a spouse in this article also includes a common-law partner.
Joint tenancy vs tenancy in
common
There are generally two forms of
shared ownership which allow for
two or more people to own an asset
together: Tenancy In Common and
Joint Tenancy.

Tenancy in common
The term “tenancy in common” is
used to describe the ownership of

an asset by two or more individuals
together, but without the right of
survivorship. Each accountholder
is entitled to a defined, possibly
unequal, portion of the account in
question. Co-owners in a tenancy
in common arrangement can own
equal or unequal interests in an
asset. Upon the death of one of the
accountholders, his/her interest
will not pass to the surviving
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There are two types of
joint tenancy accounts
available at RBC
Dominion Securities:
Joint Tenants with
Right of Survivorship
(JTWROS) and Joint
– Gift of Beneficial
Right of Survivorship
(JGBRS).

accountholder(s), but will form
part of the estate of the deceased
accountholder and will be distributed
in accordance with his/her Will. If
the deceased did not have a Will then
the provincial or territorial intestacy
laws will dictate how the assets of the
deceased will be distributed.
Joint tenancy
Joint tenancy allows two or more
people to own an asset together. Each
joint accountholder generally has
an equal undivided interest in the
account. Where the joint tenancy is
between spouses, upon the death of
one spouse, the deceased’s ownership
interest in the account automatically
passes to the surviving spouse. By
passing directly to the surviving
spouse, the account does not form
part of the deceased spouse’s estate
and thus would generally not be
subject to probate fees.
Where the joint tenancy is between
a parent and adult children, upon
the death of the parent, the account
may be considered to form part
of the deceased parent’s estate.
The adult children are required
to demonstrate that the parent
intended to gift the account and
its assets to them, as opposed to
having added the children to the
account for the purpose of ease of
account administration. Where the
adult children so demonstrate, the
account will generally pass to them
as surviving joint tenants. Otherwise
the account forms part of the
deceased parent’s estate and may be
subject to probate. The following is
a non-exhaustive list of the matters
which may assist in determining the
parent’s intention:
●●

●●

What was said and done by the
parties before or at the time of the
transfer or immediately after it.
The language used in any bank or
financial institution documents
pertaining to the account.

●●

●●

●●

Control and use of the funds in
the accounts during the parent’s
lifetime.
The tax treatment of the joint
account. Was the income and
capital gains generated by the
investments in the account
reported solely by the parent or by
all joint accountholders?
Evidence of the parent’s intention
to gift the account to the children.

Types of joint tenancy accounts
available at RBC Dominion
Securities
Please note the following accounts are
not available to residents of Quebec.
A Quebec resident is not permitted
to be an accountholder or successor
accountholder of the following types
of account.
There are two types of joint tenancy
accounts available at RBC Dominion
Securities: Joint Tenants with Right
of Survivorship (JTWROS) and Joint –
Gift of Beneficial Right of Survivorship
(JGBRS).

Joint Tenants with Right of
Survivorship (JTWROS)
By opening an RBC Dominion
Securities JTWROS account and
agreeing to the terms of the client
account agreement, it is assumed by
RBC Dominion Securities that all joint
accountholders have both legal and
beneficial ownership of the account.
What this means is that not only are
the accountholders the registered
legal owners of the account, but all
joint accountholders have beneficial
ownership of the account, including
the assets of the account, as soon as
the account is opened. On the death
of one of the joint accountholders,
the JTWROS account will be treated
in accordance with the applicable
client account agreement and account
opening forms and the name of
the deceased will be removed from
the account so that the JTWROS is
subsequently held in the name(s) of
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the surviving joint accountholder(s)
without requesting probate. Although
RBC Dominion Securities will
generally not require probate as
described above, these assets may
need to be included in an application
for probate should the executor of
the deceased accountholder apply for
probate or should a third party make a
claim upon the assets of the account.
It is important you discuss this matter
with a qualified legal advisor before
opening a JTWROS account.

Joint – Gift of Beneficial Right of
Survivorship (JGBRS)
RBC Dominion Securities JGBRS
is a joint account which facilitates
the retention by the primary
accountholder of legal and beneficial
ownership of the account, including
the assets of the account, during
his/her lifetime, while gifting the
beneficial entitlement to the right of
survivorship in the account to any
friends and family members named
as successor accountholder(s).
The terms of the RBC Dominion
Securities client account agreements
governing the JGBRS account
expressly state that the intention
of the accountholder at the time of
account opening is to make an intervivos gift, at the time of the account
opening, the beneficial entitlement
to the right of survivorship in the
account. Neither the account nor the
assets therein are gifted at the time
of account opening. This means that
the successor accountholder(s) does
not have any entitlement to or control
over the account or its assets until the
death of the primary accountholder.
The successor accountholder(s) is not
permitted to provide any instructions
in relation to the account while the
accountholder is alive or to withdraw
funds from the account. Accordingly,
the accountholder retains sole control
of the account during his/her lifetime.
On the death of the accountholder,
the JGBRS account will be treated in
accordance with the applicable client
account agreement and account

opening forms and the name of
the deceased will be removed from
the account so that the JGBRS is
subsequently held in the name of
the successor accountholder(s)
without requesting probate.
Although RBC Dominion Securities
does not require probate to allow
the assets to pass to the successor
accountholder(s), these assets may
need to be included in an application
for probate should the executor of
the deceased accountholder apply for
probate or should a third party make
a claim to the assets in the account.
It is important that you discuss this
matter with a qualified legal advisor
before opening a JGBRS account.

opens a JGBRS account and transfers
his non-registered investment
account to a JGBRS account naming
his 3 daughters as Successor
Accountholders. Upon his death, his
3 daughters receive the assets in the
JGBRS outright. However, a $750K tax
liability is triggered on the deemed
disposition of the assets in the JGBRS
account that is payable by Mr. X’s
estate. As the bulk of Mr. X’s assets did
not fall into his estate (only the $400K
house formed part of the estate),
there would be insufficient assets in
his estate to pay the taxes owing. The
executor of the estate would be faced
with a liquidity issue and a potentially
bankrupt estate.

Comparing the joint account
options at RBC Dominion
Securities

Lack of flexibility in making
gifts and potential unintended
consequences

For a comparison of the joint
ownership accounts available at
RBC Dominion Securities, please
refer to the Appendix to this article.
The Appendix highlights some of
attributes of the different types of
joint ownership accounts including
probate considerations as well as taxes
on account opening and death. We
recommend you discuss these features
with an independent, qualified
legal advisor who may assist you in
determining which account, if any,
may be suitable in meeting your estate
planning and financial objectives.

Key considerations before
transferring assets into a joint
account
Ability for the deceased
accountholder’s estate to pay taxes
at death
Consider the potential tax
implications of the following
example:
Mr. X owns a non-registered
investment account with a fair
market value of $2MM, a house
worth $400K and an RRSP valued at
$1MM. He has designated his wife
as the beneficiary of his RRSP. Mr. X

There is no limit to the number
of joint potential accountholders
(JTWROS account) or successor
accountholders (JGBRS account).
However, the surviving joint
accountholders may only receive
the assets in the account in equal
shares. There is no ability to specify
the percentage share received by
each surviving joint accountholder,
which would limit your ability (as
the accountholder) to gift assets
to friends and family in differing
proportions. Furthermore, any funds
held in a JTWROS account or a JGBRS
account would likely be unavailable
to fund charitable bequests set out
in your Will as the assets generally
pass outright to the surviving joint
accountholder(s) and do not form
part of your estate.
Both the JTWROS and JGBRS accounts only benefit joint accountholders that are living at the time of
your death, leaving no entitlement to
the heirs of a joint accountholder who
has died before you. The assets in the
JTWROS and JGBRS account will pass
to the joint accountholder(s) alive
at the time of your death in equal
shares. There is no ability to name
contingent beneficiaries in the event
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a joint accountholder predeceases
you. This may be avoided by leaving
the assets in your sole name and
having the assets pass through your
estate and distributed in accordance
with your Will.

There may be estate
planning vehicles or
strategies other than a
joint account that are
more appropriate in
light of your current or
future estate planning
objectives.

In the case of the JGBRS account,
where the successor accountholder
predeceases you, you could change
the distribution by withdrawing the
assets of the account, closing the
account and opening a new JGBRS
account with newly named successor
accountholders. Note that changes to
an account will not be possible where
you are deemed to no longer have
mental capacity. Moreover an attorney
appointed pursuant to an enduring
power of attorney is not permitted to
make changes to a joint account.
In the event there are no surviving
successor accountholders following
your death, your assets would form part
of your estate and will be distributed in
accordance with your Will.

Alternative estate planning
vehicles and other strategies to
consider
There may be estate planning vehicles
or strategies other than a joint
account that are more appropriate in
light of your current or future estate
planning objectives. Such vehicles
and strategies may include, creating
an alter ego trust or joint partner
trust, setting up a testamentary trust
in your Will or making an outright gift
to adult children, or being the donor
of a Power of Attorney.

Alter ego trust or joint partner trust
An alter ego trust (or a joint partner
trust, if you wish to include your
spouse as a beneficiary of this
trust) is an inter vivos trust created
by you when you are aged 65 or
older. The terms of the trust must
provide that you (or your spouse
in the case of a joint partner trust)
are entitled to receive the income
of the trust while alive and that no
other person other than you (or

your spouse) can receive or use the
income or capital of the trust during
your (or your spouse’s) lifetime.
One of the benefits of creating
this trust is that you can generally
transfer your capital property into
this trust on a tax deferred basis.
Any taxes on the accrued gains on
the property transferred to the trust
will be deferred until the property
is subsequently sold or you (or your
spouse in the case of a joint partner
trust) die. This differs from the
normal tax treatment when assets
are transferred to an inter vivos trust,
where you are immediately deemed
to have disposed of your property at
fair market value.
Another benefit to creating an alter
ego or joint partner trust is that
the assets placed in the trust will
generally not form part of your (or
your spouse’s) estate on death and
will not be subject to probate taxes.
The terms of the trust document
will determine how your assets
are distributed after your (or your
spouse’s) death.
There are considerations relating to
these types of trusts, such as the set
up and administration costs, as well
as the complexity of administering
these trusts. You can choose to name
RBC Estate & Trust Services as sole
trustee, co-trustee, agent for trustee
or successor trustee. This provides
the benefit of professional advice
and administrative support when
dealing with potentially complex
family dynamics. Before transferring
your assets to an alter ego trust or
joint partner trust, you are advised
to consult with a qualified legal and
tax advisor.

Testamentary trust
A testamentary trust is a trust created
by your Will which comes into effect
on your death. It is generally funded
with assets that form part of your
estate. A testamentary trust is an
alternative to a direct or outright
distribution of estate assets. It provides
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Should you choose to
proceed with a joint
account, it is important
that you ensure that the
account attributes align
with your current and
future estate planning
objectives.

a means of transferring your assets
to your intended beneficiaries, while
allowing you to control the timing and
distribution of the assets to them. The
assets held in the trust are invested
and managed by the trustee of the
trust, who distributes the income
and capital to the beneficiaries in
accordance with your wishes stated
in your Will. A testamentary trust also
may assist with respect to potential
claims of your beneficiaries’ creditors.
You are advised to speak to your legal
advisor in relation to this matter,
as well as any matter relating to
testamentary trusts.
You may wish to consider a
testamentary trust if you have
concerns about your children’s ability
to manage finances or if you wish
to provide a lasting legacy to your
children, grandchildren and great
grandchildren.

Outright gift
You may wish to consider a gift of
assets outright to your adult children
during your lifetime if you will not
need the assets to support your living
expenses. In this case, the gifted
assets will generally not be included
in the calculation of probate fees on
your death. This strategy may suit
your needs if you are comfortable
giving up control of the assets and
placing them in the control of your
adult children. This also may appeal
to you if you would like the next
generation to benefit from your gift
during your lifetime and you are
comfortable that your adult children
will manage the funds appropriately.
There could, however, be tax and
other consequences for you when
you transfer the assets to your
children so you are advised to obtain
professional legal and tax advice
before proceeding with this strategy.

Granting a Power of Attorney or a
trading authority
If your intention in creating a joint
account is to make it convenient
for an adult child to manage your

property, consider giving your adult
child a Power of Attorney, which will
allow your adult child to deal with the
assets of your account for your benefit
during your lifetime. Thereafter the
assets of the account will form part of
your estate. This will give you some
certainty that on your death the
assets in the account will go to your
heirs in accordance with your wishes
expressed in your Will. Another way
to allow an adult child to assist you
in managing your account is to grant
trading authority (a form of limited
power of attorney) over the assets in
that account. This authority will not
affect the way in which assets pass on
your death, or your ability to continue
to manage your assets during your
lifetime. It will, however, enable your
adult child, or any other person you
choose to appoint, to make trading
decisions on your behalf, within the
parameters of the trading authority,
which you have defined and granted.
Your advisor will be able to discuss
the types of authority available and
the powers the different authorities
can provide.

Choosing the right option for you
Should you choose to proceed with
a joint account, it is important that
you ensure that the account attributes
align with your current and future
estate planning objectives. To ensure
that your circumstances have been
properly considered, you are advised
to obtain professional advice from
a qualified legal advisor. As part of
any estate planning process, it is also
important to prepare your loved ones
who are receiving the assets with the
right financial guidance. This will
help them to feel empowered with
the knowledge, skills and confidence
they need to make smart financial
decisions with their assets and work
towards reaching their own goals.
RBC Dominion Securities advisors are
available to assist in providing financial
guidance as well as educational
strategies for your loved ones.
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Appendix – Comparing the joint account options at RBC Dominion Securities
Below you will find a summary of the three types of joint ownership accounts available at RBC Dominion Securities. The chart
highlights some of the attributes of the different types of joint ownership accounts and may assist your legal advisor in guiding you
in determining which account, if any, may be suitable in meeting your estate planning objectives.
Tenants In Common

Joint Tenants with Right of
Survivorship (JTWROS)

Joint Gift of Beneficial Right of
Survivorship (JGBRS)

Who can be
accountholder?

Canadian residents who have
reached or are over the age
of majority in their province or
territory of residence.
Non-residents of Canada are
generally not permitted to be
accountholders.

Canadian residents (other than
residents of Quebec) who have
reached or are over the age
of majority in their province or
territory of residence.
Non-residents of Canada are
generally not permitted to be
accountholders.

Canadian residents (other than residents of
Quebec) who have reached or are over the
age of majority in their province or terr itory of
residence.
Non-residents of Canada are generally not
permitted to be accountholders or successor
accountholders.

Number of
accountholders

Multiple

Multiple

Only one person can be the accountholder.
There can be multiple successor accountholders.

Ownership of the Each accountholder has legal
account
and beneficial ownership of
their proportionate share of the
account. Each accountholder
can hold equal or unequal
entitlements in the account.1

Each accountholder has legal
and beneficial ownership of the
account and the assets therein in
equal shares.

Only the accountholder has legal and beneficial
ownership of the account and the assets therein
during his/her lifetime. Upon account opening
the successor accountholder(s) receives only the
beneficial entitlement to the right of survivorship
in the account and not to the account or its
assets. A successor accountholder only receives
legal and beneficial ownership of the account
and its assets on death of accountholder.

Tax treatment at
time of opening
account

At RBC Dominion Securities,
transfers from sole ownership
account to JTWROS are reported on
Summary of Security Dispositions
at fair market value for 100% of
assets transferred in. Exception if
opening account with spouse.2

No taxable disposition at time of opening the
account.

Tax treatment of Subject to the attribution rules,
income earned in each accountholder reports
the account
income earned in the account in
proportion to their interest in the
account.

Subject to the attribution rules,
each accountholder reports an
equal share of the income earned
in the account.

Only the primary accountholder reports the
income earned in the account.

Instructions on
account

Any accountholder can provide
instructions on the account,
trade on the account or make
withdrawals without notifying the
other accountholders.
Potential loss of control of assets
in account.

Any accountholder can provide
instructions on the account,
trade on the account or make
withdrawals without notifying the
other accountholders.
Potential loss of control of assets
in account.

Only the accountholder can provide instructions on
account, trade on account or make withdrawals.
The account holder retains control of the account
and its assets – successor accountholder(s)
does not have any right to receive information
about the account, give instructions in respect of
the account or otherwise deal with the account
during the accountholder’s lifetime. Only where
the accountholder has expressly directed may
the successor accountholder have additional
roles, such as Trading Authority, Interested Party,
or Power of Attorney.

Tax treatment
on death of
accountholders3

Deemed disposition of
accountholder’s share of the
account at fair market value
(unless assets pass to a spouse).

The amount of deemed disposition Deemed disposition of 100% of the account
to report on the deceased’s terminal at fair market value (unless assets pass to a
tax return at death depends on how spouse).
transfer-in of assets was reported
at account opening and who has
beneficial ownership of the account
for tax purposes.

At RBC Dominion Securities,
transfers from sole ownership
account to tenants in common
are reported on Summary of
Security Dispositions at fair
market value for 100% of assets
transferred in. Exception if
opening account with spouse.2
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Tenants In Common

Joint Tenants with Right of
Survivorship (JTWROS)

Joint Gift of Beneficial Right of
Survivorship (JGBRS)

Who is responsible The deceased accountholder’s
for paying the taxes estate.
owing as a result
of the deceased
accountholder’s
death?

The deceased accountholder’s
estate.

The deceased accountholder’s estate.

Division of account Deceased accountholder’s share
on death of
of the account passes through
accountholder
their estate and is distributed
as per their Will. If no Will exists,
provincial or territorial intestacy
laws will apply to the deceased’s
share.

Deceased accountholder’s share
passes directly to the surviving
joint accountholder(s) in equal
shares. 4, 5

Deceased accountholder’s share passes directly
to successor accountholder(s) in equal shares
– if more than one successor accountholder,
the subsequent account will be held as tenants
in common, unless joint written instructions are
received from the successor accountholders to
convert the account to JTWROS. 4,5

Does RBC
Dominion
Securities require
account to be
probated on death
of account holder?6

Yes. Each accountholder’s share
of the account passes through
his/her estate on death and is
distributed as per his/her Will.
If no Will exists, provincial or
territorial intestacy laws will apply
to the deceased’s share.

Generally no. RBC Dominion
Securities’ policy is to treat
the JTWROS as a joint tenancy.
On the death of one of the
accountholders, the deceased’s
name is removed from the
account so that the assets
are held by the surviving joint
tenant(s).
RBC Dominion Securities will
not accept any side agreements
that purport to deal with the
distribution of the JTWROS
account assets in a manner
other than to the surviving joint
tenant(s).

No. On death of the accountholder, the
deceased’s name is removed from the account
so that the assets are held by the successor
accountholder(s) in equal shares as tenants in
common. The account does not form part of the
deceased’s estate.

Potential exposure
to creditors of
accountholder/
successor
accountholder(s)?

Reduced risk that accountholder’s
share of account be exposed
to creditors or marital disputes
of other accountholder(s). It is
important the accountholders
obtain professional advice from a
qualified legal advisor regarding
this matter.

Potential risk that whole account
may be exposed to creditors or
marital disputes of any one of the
joint tenants.
It is important the accountholders
obtain professional advice from a
qualified legal advisor regarding
this matter.

While the account continues to be a JGBRS,
potentially reduced risk that account will be
exposed to creditors or marital disputes of
successor accountholder(s).
It is important the accountholder and successor
accountholder(s) obtain professional advice
from a qualified legal advisor regarding this
matter.

Can a Power of
No, unless expressly permitted to
Attorney (POA)
do so in the POA.
open this account?

No, unless expressly permitted to
do so in the POA.

No, unless expressly permitted to do so in the
POA.

1) Pursuant to the RBC Dominion Securities client account agreements, each accountholder’s entitlement in the account is deemed to be equal unless prior to the accountholder’s death,
written instructions are provided setting out the proportionate entitlements of all accountholders.
2) At RBC Dominion Securities, all transfers from sole name accounts to tenants in common accounts or JTWROS accounts are done at fair market value, triggering a 100% disposition that is
reported to you on the Summary of Security Dispositions. It is important that you seek advice from a qualified tax advisor on how to report this transaction. For example, when transferring
assets into a JTWROS account with only one other person, the Canada Revenue Agency takes the position that the original owner of the assets has disposed of one-half of his/her interest
in the assets for proceeds equal to 50% of the fair market value of the property. The amount, if any, of disposition to report on the transferee’s tax return at the time of account opening
depends on whether there was a change in beneficial ownership.
3) No T5008 reporting is required in respect of deemed disposition and no slip will be issued by RBC Dominion Securities to the deceased accountholder. It is up to the deceased
accountholder’s executor/liquidator, with the assistance of a qualified tax advisor, to report this event properly on the deceased accountholder’s terminal tax return. The deceased
accountholder’s estate is liable to pay the taxes owing as a result of the deemed disposition triggered on death.
4) There is no ability to specify the percentage of share that the surviving accountholder/successor accountholder will receive.
5) Both JTWROS and JGBRS accounts only benefit accountholders/successor accountholders that are living at the time of an accountholder’s death, leaving no entitlement to the account
or its assets to the heirs of an accountholder or successor accountholder who died before the deceased accountholder. The assets in the JTWROS and JGBRS account will pass to the
accountholder(s)/successor accountholder(s) alive at the date of death of the accountholder in equal shares. There is no ability to name contingent beneficiaries in the event an
accountholder/successor accountholder predeceases an accountholder. This may be avoided by leaving the assets in sole name and having the assets pass through the accountholder’s
estate and distributed in accordance with his/her Will.
6) Although RBC Dominion Securities may not require probate to allow the assets to pass to the surviving accountholders, these assets may need to be included in an application for
probate should the executor of the deceased accountholder apply for probate or should a third party make a claim on the assets in the account. This matter should be discussed with
a qualified legal advisor.
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about the topics
discussed in this
article.
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